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Introduction 
Let R be a Dedekind ring and A a central simple algebra over its quotient field 
F. Let A be an R-order in A, that is, a subring of A containing R, finitely generated 
as an R-module and such that FA = A. An R-order A' in A belongs to the genus of 
A if its completion A~ at l0 is isomorphic to/i~ over/~p for each non-zero prime 
ideal p of R. A and A' have the same type if they are isomorphic already over R. 
The genus of A can be divided into spinor genera: A' belongs to the spinor genus 
of A, if there are a cA* and tzp e.4~' with nr(otp) = 1 such that A'~ = aapApa~ la- ] for 
each non-zero 1o (X* denotes the units of X, and nr the reduced norm). The spinor 
genera in the genus of A form, in a natural way, a group, which in [1] was denoted 
by SG(A). If F is a global field, and A satisfies the Eichler condition relative to R 
(see [9,p. 174]), then orders in the same spinor genus are of the same type, so the 
elements of SG(A) correspond just to the types of orders in the genus of A. 
The purpose of the paper is to derive general formulae for SG(A) analogous to 
the well-known formulae for the locally free class groups Cl(A). This is done in Sec- 
tion 2. In Section I we develop an 'id~lic' formalism, which is useful in the following 
sections. This formalism is essentially not new. It was used in connection with com- 
putations of class groups of orders in algebras in [4], and spinor class groups of lat- 
tices on quadratic spaces in [5]. But a careful analysis of the assumptions needed 
for the validity of different formulae gives a possibility of some generalizations. We 
discuss them shortly, in the case of orders, in Section 3. Let A be a finitely dimen- 
sional semisimple separable F-algebra, and ~g the maximal R-order of its center. We 
relate the class group of an R-order A in A to the set of non-zero prime ideals la of 
R such that there are units in ~, which are reduced norms from ~4~ but not from 
A~, rather then to the set of those p for which .4~ is not a maximal order. This gives 
a useful extension of the Fr6hlich-Jacobinski formula for CI(A) (see (3.5) and 
(3.6)). 
In Section 4 we discuss spinor class groups of lattices on quadratic spaces. Let 
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q : A ~F  be a quadratic space over F, and L an R-lattice on A, that is, a finitely 
generated R-module containing an F-basis for A. Using the formalism of Section 
1, we obtain a version of Fr6hlich-Jacobinski's formula for the group SG(L) of 
spinor genera in the genus of L. For example, if L is a maximal R-lattice on a regular 
quadratic space A, then SG(L)=Clq(R)/G(A)Clq(R) 2, where Clq(R) is the ray 
class group of R relative to q, and G(A) is generated by the classes of prime ideals 
p of R dividing the discriminant of A (see (4.8)). This corresponds to Swan's for- 
mula for class groups of maximal orders. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let g be a group acting on a set X. Assume that (glg2)x=gl(gax) and ex=x, 
when g~,g2~ g, e is the unit element of g,  and x~X.  For a subgroup go of g,  
let cl~0(x)= {gx: ge go} be the go-orbit of x, and cl~0\~(x) the set of go-orbits of 
x in the g-orbit of x. Let 6t(x)= {g~ g:  gx=x}. If O%el,O~f 2 are subgroups of g,  
then o~\  g/0~¢' a denotes the set of double cosets o~'lgo~ a, g~ g.  It is clear that 
cl~0\~(x) = go\g/~(x) .  Let ~0¢_3~ be subgroups of g. We say that o~¢g 0 approx- 
imates o~te if for every x ~ X and every h ~ ~ there is ho e ~0 such that hx = hox (for 
an explanation of this terminology see (1.9)). 
(1.1) Proposition. I f  ~ o approximates ~Tt', where"  is a normal subgroup of ~g and 
;~o c _ go for a subgroup go of g, then Cl~o\~(x) =Cl~oJe\~(x) for x~X.  
Proof. If g e g,  then clearly gog~C(x) c_goo~',dg,.q(x). Since for every h ~ ~ there is 
h0e~ 0 such that hgx=hogx, we get gohg,-q(x)= gohog,~(x)= gog~(x). Thus 
goo,~gS(x) c gogS(x). [] 
Let now g :g -~G be a homomorphism, where G is an abelian group. Let 
gtgz = Ker Z and let go be a subgroup of g. Then 
(1.2) cl~0arA~(x) = goo~x\g/~(x)= g/g0o%ez~(x)~-Z(g )/Z(g0)Z(~C(x)), 
since o~¢' x contains the commutator group [g, g ]. 
We shall look at this very general situation in a very special case for which we 
fix notations: 
(1.3) Let R be a Dedekind ring with field of quotients F. If  I~ is a nonzero prime 
ideal of R, we denote by o = o~ the valuation of F defined by t~ (we also write 
= 1~o). The completion of Rp will be denoted by R o, and its quotient field by Fo 
(the completion of F at o). The set of spots on F, that is, the equivalence classes 
of valuations, defined by the valuations o coming from R in this way, will be 
denoted by V R. We shall write o e Vn without danger of confusion. Let I2 be a set 
of non-trivial spots on F containing VR (g2 may contain archimedean spots). If 
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o e £2 \ VR, we write Ro =Fo. We shall denote by 0 the trivial spot on F. Note that 
Ro=R and Fo=F. We shall write f2°=12U{0} and V~= VRU{0}. 
Let A be a finite-dimensional vector space over F. An R-lattice on A is a finitely 
generated R-submodule L of A such that FL =A. We write A o =A (~FFv and L o = 
L®RR o for v~f2 °. (Note that Lo=A o for v~f2 \V  R, Ao=A and L0=L.)  
For each vEf2 ° consider now a subgroup go of the group GL(Ao) of all F o- 
automorphisms of Ao and the group ~¢(Lo)={goe ~o:goLo=Lo}, where L is a 
fixed R-lattice on A. Let go - - I ] '~o  be the product of the groups go, ve£2, 
restricted with respect o the groups ~¢(Lo), that is, ~= (go)e go if and only if 
goe~C(Lo) for almost all oef2. Note that @~ is independent on the choice of L, 
P 
since for any R-lattice L'  on A, Lo=L o for almost all vef2. Let X be a set of R- 
lattices on A. Define an action of ~Q on X by the local-global principle: If ~ e ~9 
and L eX,  then there is exactly one R-lattice L' on A such that L' o =goLo for each 
ve~2 (see [2,(4.21)]). (Note that vef2 \V  R play no role in the construction of L' 
from L.) We shall assume that go acts transitively on X and that g0 c go, for each 
v el2, by the natural identification of g0e g0---GL(A) with the automorphism 
g0Q 1 of Ao=A@FF o. (~o will be always considered as a subgroup of ~ by 
means of the diagonal embedding, that is, g0 = (go), where go = go for each v ~ £2. 
If L eX,  then Clio(L) is usually called the (g0-) class of L, and c l~(L)  the 
(@~-) genus of L. Let us note that Cl~o\~o(L)=Cl~o\~v(L), where V= V R. 
Assume now that for each o e £20 there is an abelian group Go and an epimor- 
phism Zo : go- '  Go such that 3fo restricted to g0 equals Z0 (so Go c Go). Let I o be the 
image of 9(Lo), and Za : go--' Go the homomorphism induced by Zv, where Go= 
FI' Go is the product over v e £2 restricted with respect o I o (we shall also write 
Z~=Z, when possible). If o~'z=Ker Z, then (1.2) defines a group structure on the 
set cl~0~¢~\~(L) of 'z-genera' in the genus of L. If, moreover, there is a subgroup 
ovt" 0 of g0 which approximates 3¢: z, then the description of cl~0\~(L) is reduced 
by (1.1) to the description of the group c l~0~\~(L)= Go/GoI o, where Io= I'I Io 
over v e £2. In order to compute this group, we shall often use the following easy 
fact for which we need a notational convention. Let S be a subset of £2. If Xo are 
groups for v e £2 and X~ a group of vectors (:co) with xo e Xo, then X s will denote 
the elements of Xa with xo = 1 for v e S. 
(1.4) Proposition. Let Go=GoloG s and T=I2 \ S. Then 
Go/Golf2=GS/GoSlS=(ll ' Go)~( Gs  II Io), 
where the products are over o e T. Go s = {~ = (go): go = I for o ~ S, go =go ~ Go for 
o ~ T and go ~ Io for o ~ S} with go for o ~ S omitted at most to the right. 
Proof. G~/GoI~=GoI~G~v/GoI~-Gf~/(GSAGolo)---G~v/(GSA T s GoI~)I~, since 
= I~ I~.  But IQ s r Gsn  Golr= Go s. To obtain the second isomorphism, truncate the 
vectors by removing the coordinates 1 for o e S. [] 
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The last proposition will be used in order to obtain 'id61ic' versions of formulae 
for class groups of lattices. The 'ideal' versions will follow from the next, equally 
simple, fact. 
(1.5) We keep the notations of (1.3). Let C be a finite-dimensional separable com- 
mutative F-algebra and g the integral closure of R in C (that is, the maximal R- 
order in C). Denote by go the integral closure in C o = C®R Ro of Ro for o e I2 °. 
Note that the convention Ro =To for o e £2\ VR implies go = Co for those o. 
Let C o = I I 'C  o be the product of C o, o ~ I2, restricted with respect o ~o- We 
shall consider C* as a subgroup of each C* by means of the diagonal embedding. 
Let G o, o ~ £2 °, be abelian groups and ~o : C*--' Co epimorphisms. Assume that 
~o restricted to C* (=C~') equals ~o °, so C0c_ C'o. Let Co= l-I'Co be the product 
over v e f2 restricted with respect o the images ~o of g*, and let oo:Co ~ ~ be 
the homomorphism induced by ~ o, o e £2. 
Finally, assume that the groups Go defined in (1.3) are subgroups of C'o, and Go 
is a subgroup of Co. 
(1.6) Proposition. If Gv = Golv Gs and S & a subset of V= VR containing So = 
{o~ V: ~°(g*)NGogglo}, then 
G v /Golv = I( g, S)/P(  g, S), 
where I(g, S) is the group o f  ideals g~ such that (t = (ao), ao ~ (po)- 1(Go) for o ~ V 
and p°(ao) = 1 for o ~ S, while P( g, S) is the subgroup of  I( g, S) consisting of  gat~P 
such that a ~ (Q 0)- l(G0) ' 6 e Q ~ 1 (Iv) and ~ ~ Ker Q v. 
(1.7) Remark. Note that P(g, S) c_ I(g, S) is equivalent to p°(abo) = 1 for o ~ S. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram: 
ovl 
, Gv/GoI v 
/ 
i(g,s) 
in which ~=(ao)eO~l(G s) maps into g~eI(g,S), and ga maps into the class in 
Gv/GoIv of ~ = (go), where go =o°(ao) •The definition of I(g, S) and the assump- 
tion about S imply that the last homomorphism, denoted by a, is well defined. The 
surjectivity of it follows from the commutativity of the diagram and the surjectivity 
of 0v[, which is just equivalent to the equality Gz= GoIvG s. The kernel of o is 
easily seen to be P(g, S). [] 
Finally, we note an evident isomorphism, which will be useful several times later: 
(1.8) Proposition. I f  Co = CoGo and O o = Co N G o, then Go/Oolo == Co~Col o . 
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We end this section with a remark concerning the notion Of approximation. 
(1.9) Remark. Let [-Io be a norm on F corresponding to the discrete valuation 
defined by o e V= V R . For each R-lattice L on A, there are norms [- [o on A o and 
EndFo(Ao) such that Ixlo<_ 1 for xeA o iff xeL  o, and Iglo<_ 1 for geEndFo(Ao) iff 
gLo c_ L o (see e.g. [7, §101A]). Let for o ~ V °, o~e o be a subgroup of go such that 
og'= H °~t'o, o e V, is a subgroup of ~ v. Assume that ~0 c_ ~o for each o e V. The 
pair (o~f 0, o~f) has the strong approximation property if for every e > 0 and arbitrary 
h o ~o~' o given for o e S, where S is a finite subset of V, there is h 0 e o~ 0 such that 
]ho-holo<e for oeS and Iholo<_ 1 for oe V\S .  It is easy to see that this property 
of (o~0,o~f) is independent on the choice of L and I" Io corresponding to o. 
Assume now that for h o ~o,  hoLo ~ Lo implies hoLo = Lo (it will be the case in 
the following sections). Then the strong approximation property for (~o,O~¢ ') 
implies that ~0 approximates ~ in the sense defined at the beginning of this sec- 
tion. In fact, let S= {oe V: hoLo*Lo},  where/~=(ho) eo~e. Let e>0 be such that 
[h~l]oe<l for yeS.  Then h0 e~'ta 0 such that ]ho-holo<e for oeS and Ih0[o___ 1 for 
oe V \S  has the required property, since h~lhoLoC_Lo for each oe V, that is, 
I~L = ho L. 
2. Spinor class groups of orders 
Let R be a Dedekind ring with quotient field F, and A an R-order in a central 
go-Ao  and let the elements of simple F-algebra A. Let, in the notations of (1.3), - *
go act on A o through the inner automorphisms: x ~. axa-1,  x e A o, a ~ go. Two R- 
orders in A have the same type if they belong to the same orbit of g0 (=A*). They 
are in the same (~a-) genus of orders if for each o e I2 the two orders belong to the 
same orbit of go. Note that the elements of go are t~ = (ao), where ao ~ go and 
aoAoa~l=Ao for almost all o e 12. The group de(Ao) will be denoted by In A o. Let 
dimpA = n 2 and F o =F* /F  *n for o ~ £2 °. If Q o : F ,~F  ° is the natural surjection, we 
0 0 call nr n = ~o,~ o nr the n-reduced norm (nr is the reduced norm from A o to F o). We 
shall omit o in Q o and nrn °, if possible. Let now: 
(2.1) Go=nrn(A*) and go" f~.--' Go be defined by nrn "A*-*F v. 
The group cl~0~e\~(A), where o~=Ker2:a, will be denoted by SG(A) and called 
the spinor class group of A (see [1], where this group was defined in a slightly dif- 
ferent, but equivalent, way. For an explanation of the 'spinor' terminology see 
(4.9)(b)). 
Assume now that F is a global field. If A satisfies the Eichler condition rela- 
tive to R and o~0=Ker(nr  :A*~F) ,  then o~ 0 approximates Jt  ° by [9, 8.1]. Hence 
cl~0\~(A) = SG(A) in this case. Let CI(R) denote the class group of R. In the case 
of global fields, we have the following description of SG(A): 
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(2.2) Theorem. Let F be a global field and A an R-order in a central simple 
F-algebra A with dimFA=n 2. Let g2 be the set of  all spots on F, To= 
{o ~ f2: nrn(In Ao)q:0n(R*)} and T a minimal subset of  t2 containing To and such 
that the classes of  Po for o ~ T generate the group CI(R)/CI(R) n. Then 
SG(A)=(1-I Fo)/(Frl-I nr,(InAo)), 
where the products are over o ~ T and F r is the set of  gt ~P=F*/F* ' ,  a ~ F*, such 
that on(a) ~ On(R*) for o ~ (2 \ T. I f  T= 0, then SG(A) = 0. 
Proof. In the notation of (1.6), we have Go=nr,(A* ) and Io=nrn(InAo) for 
oef2 °. By (1.2) (with ~ = go and Z=Zs~): 
SG(A)=(H'nr,(A*))/(nrn(A*) 1-I nrn(InAo)), 
where the products are over oel2.  Now nr,,(A*)=Fo when oel2 defines a non- 
archimedean valuation by [9, 7.1]. To is finite, since nr,, (In Ao) = 0, (R*) each time 
Ao is a maximal order in the matrix algebra M~(F o) (see [8, (17.3)]), and it happens 
for almost all o el2. Therefore, FQ=F l l 'nr , (A*)  by the weak approximation 
theorem for valuations on F. We also have nr, (A*)= Ff)  1-I' nrn (A*) by the Hasse- 
Schilling norm theorem [9, 7.1]. Hence 
SG(A)-=/z'~/( p l I  nrn(InAo)) 
(by (1.8) (with C=F). The definition of To implies 
F~\ro(1- I nrn(InAo))=F~\r°(]- I On(R*)). 
Since Fv/(P 1-I o,(R*)) =CI(R)/CI(R)" with V= VR, we have F o = F(I I  o,(R*)) Fv \  r 
by the definition of T. Hence 
Pg\ =P(II o,(R*))Fg\(w", 
SO 
- - ~ \ v - v  - F~=F~ F~=F([ I  nrn(InAo))P~ \r. 
The formula follows now from (1.4). [] 
(2.3) Remark. Denoting by I TI the cardinality of T, it follows from (2.2) that 
I TI - gn + to, where gn is the minimal number of generators of CI(R)/CI(R) ~ (gn = 0 
if this group is 0), and t o = IT01. It is well known that both gn and t o are finite when 
F is a global field (for to see the proof above). 
Before we give the second formula for SG(A), we need a general fact: 
(2.4) Lemma. Let R be a Dedekind ring and A an R-order in A. Then 
So = {o~ VR: On(R*)Nnr,(A*)¢nrn(InAo)} is finite. 
Proof. Ao is maximal for almost all o e VR. If such an order is separable over Ro, 
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then nrn (In Ao) = nr n (A*) (see I8, (13.2), (17.3)]), so Qn (R*) f) nr,, (A*) = nr n (In Ao). 
If A o is maximal but not separable, then Po divides d(A)o, where d(A) is the discri- 
minant of A (see [8, (25.4)]), so the number of such o is finite. Note that for those 
o, On(R*)Nnrn(A*) c nrn(InA~) by [8,(13.2),(17.3)]. 
(2.5) Theorem. Let F be a global f ieM and A an R-order in the F-algebra A. Let 
S be a finite subset of  lie containing So = {v ~ Ve'on (R*)f)nr, (A o*)g nr, (In A o)}. 
Then 
SG(A )= I(R, S)/P(R, S), 
where I(R, S) is the group of  the ideals Rd, ~ = (ao), ao ef t*  such that a o ~R* for  
o ~ S, and P(R, S) is its subgroup consisting of  Ral~3 such that on(a)~ nrn(A*) and 
On (a) ~ nrn (In A o) for  o ~ S, t~ = (bo), where O, (bo) ~ nrn (In A o) for all v ~ VR, and 
R( is the n-th power of  an R-ideal in F. 
Proof. Let in (1.6), Go=nrn(A* ) and lo=nrn(InAo) for o~ V~n. If oe VR, then 
Go=F o by [9,7.1]. Thus Go= Golo by the Hasse-Schilling norm theorem and the 
weak approximation theorem for valuations on F (using e.g. the fact that F *n is 
open in F*). Hence Gv = GolvGSv for each finite subset S of V= VR. The theorem 
follows now from (1.6). [] 
Define the ray class group C1A (R) of R relative to A as the quotient group of all 
ideals R6 such that 6= (a o) with ao E nr(A*) for o e VR, by the subgroup of the 
ideals Ra with a e nr(A*). The following result follows directly from (1.6) when S 
is empty: 
(2.6) Theorem. Let R be a Dedekind ring, and dimFA =n 2. I f  A is an R-order in 
A such that Qn(R*)Nnrn(A*) c_ nr,,(InAo) for each o ~ V R, then 
SG(A) --- C1 m (R)/(G(A)C1A (e)n), 
where G(A) is the subgroup of C1 A (R) generated by the classes of  v c° for o satisfy- 
ing On (R*) 0 nr n (A*) 4: nrn (In A o), and co is a positive in teger. If, in particular, A 
is maximal, then c,, is the local capacity of  A at v (see [8, p. 222]). 
Proof. From the assumptions and (1.6), it follows that SG(A) is the quotient group 
of ideals Rt~ such that t~= (ao), where aoe nrn(A* ), by the subgroup consisting of 
Ra66 such that Qn (a) e nrn (A*), 6 = (bo) with Qn (bo) ~ nrn (In A o), and RE is the n -th 
power of an R-ideal in F. But if Qn(R*)Nnrn(A*)=nrn(InAo), we can choose 
bo ~ Q,,(R*). If the last equality does not hold, nrn(In Ao) is generated by Qn(R*)f3 
nrn(A* ) and the n-reduced norms nrn(a), where aAoa -1 =A v and (nr(a))=pCoRo 
for a c>0. The exponents c modulo n form a subgroup of Z/nZ, whose generator 
we denote by c o. If A is maximal, then Ao is isomorphic to the algebra of (c o x co)- 
matrices over the maximal order in a central skew-field over Fo, which implies the 
last statement of the theorem. [] 
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(2.7) We now turn to the general case. Let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple 
separable F-algebra with center C. Let At,, i be the simple components of Ao for 
o E I2 °, and Fo, i the center of Ao, i . Let ni(o ) be the dimension of At,. i over its center. 
Define t~ o = H F*o,i/(F*o,i) m(°), and let n(v) denote the vector whose components are 
ni(o ). By the n(o)-reduced norm we shall mean nr,to)'A*---,C o, where nr, to)= 
H nrmto). Instead of (2.1), we define now 
(2.1)' Gv= nrnto)(A*). 
It is not difficult to see that (2.2)-(2.6) hold in the general situation if the go and 
their actions on Ao are defined as in the beginning of this section, R is replaced by 
its integral closure ~ in C, Ro by ~o, Fo by Co, n by n(0), CI(R) by CI(~), and, 
finally, T by a minimal subset of t2 containing T O and such that the prime ideals I~ 
of ~ for which lafqR = Po for o e T generate Cl(~)/Cl(~)n~°)= H (Cl(~i) /Cl(~i)ni ) ,  
where ~i is the integral closure of R in Fo, i = F /and  n i = n i (0). (Note, however, that 
now InAo need not be the automorphism group of Ao.) 
3. Class groups of orders 
Let R be a Dedekind ring, Fits field of quotients, and A a finite-dimensional semi- 
simple separable F-algebra. Let A =Al × "-" ×Zr ,  where Ai are simple, and C= 
C1 × "" × Cr, where Ci is the center ofA  i. Let in the notations of (1.3), go -Ao  and 
the action of go on Ao be given as multiplication from the left for o e I2 °. Then 
cl~0 \ ~o(A) is the set of A-isomorphism classes of locally free right A-lattices on A 
(a A-lattice on A is an R-lattice on A which is a A-module). There are at least two 
natural possibilities to choose homomorphisms •o :~o--'Go: 
(3.1) G o = nr(A*) and ;to is defined by nr :A*~ C*; 
(3.2) Go * • • . • =Ao/[Ao,Ao] and ;to. Ao~ Go is the natural surjection. 
The group  Cl~oat~\~o(h), where ~=Kerz~,  will be denoted in the first case by 
Cln(A) and called the norm class group of A, and by CIc(A) in the second when it 
will be called the commutator class group ofA.  It is well known that Clc(A)= CI(A), 
where CI(A) is the locally free class group of A (see [10, A5 and A6]). 
Assume now that F is a global field. Then Cln(A)---- Clc(A) = CI(A) [9, 9.4]. If, in 
general, SKl (A o) = 0 for each o ~ V~R (that is, Ao l Ker(nr * * = • A o"--, C~) equals the com- 
[Ao, Ao]), then using (1.2), it is easy to check that Cln(A)= Clc(A). mutatorgroup * * 
This is true for global and local fields [2, p. 168], so we shall simply write CI(A) to 
denote these groups. Let us note that if the algebra A satisfies the Eichler condition 
relative to R, then o~ o= Ker(nr : A*~ C*) approximates o~' [9, 8.1], so Clio \ ~o(A) = 
CI(A). A finite 'id~lic' formula analogous to that of (2.2) is the following: 
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(3.3) Theorem. Let F be a global field, ~ the maximal order in the center C of A, 
and A an R-order in A. Let £2 be the set of  all spots on F, T O = {o ~ f2: nr(A*) :# ~*} 
and T a minimal subset o f  f2 containing To and such that the prime ideals p of  
for  which pfqR =Do for  o ~ T generate the class group CI(~). Then 
CI(A)=(I I  CO*)/(C *r H nr(Ao)), 
where the products are over all o e T, and C *T is the set of  all ae  C* such that 
ae~o* for  oe~2\T.  I f  T=0, then CI(A)=0. 
Proof. A translation of the proof of (2.2), where In A o should be replaced by A*, 
nrn by nr, fi' by C*, R by ~, Pn by the identity map, and different quotients X/X  n 
by X. The finiteness of To follows from [9, 7.2]. [] 
Before we proceed to another description of CI(A), we note the following general 
fact: 
(3.4) Lemma. Let R be a Dedekind ring, ~ the maximal R-order in the center C o f  
A, and A an R-order in A. Then S0={oe VR: ~o*Nnr(A*)g:nr(A*)} is finite. 
Proof. For almost all o e VR, Ao is a maximal order. But for maximal orders, 
~*Nnr(A*)=nr(A*) by 18,(12.5) and (33.1)]. [] 
An application of (1.6) to global fields gives the well-known Frfhlich-Jacobinski 
formula for Cl(A). We state it and give a short proof, since the assumptions of the 
original result can in fact be weakened. 
(3.5) Theorem. Let F be a global field, ~ the maximal R-order in the center C 
of  A, and A an R-order in A. Let S be a finite subset of  V R containing S O = 
{oe VR: ~o*Nnr(A*):gnr(A*)}. Then 
CI(A) ~_ I(~, S)/P(~, S), 
where I( ~, S) is the group of  ideals ~a, a = (ao ), ao ~ Co*, such that ao ~ ~o* for o ~ S, 
and P(~,S)  is its subgroup consisting of  the ideals ~a with a~nr(A*) and 
ae  nr(A*) for  oeS .  
Proof. Let in (1.6), Go = nr(A*) and I 0 = nr(A*) for o e V~g. If o e l/R , then Go = CO* 
by [9, 7.1], so Go= Golo by the Hasse-Schilling norm theorem and the weak ap- 
proximation theorem for valuations on F (using e.g. the fact that I o is open in Co* 
- see [4,p. 120,A]). Hence Gv = GolvGSv for each finite subset of V= V R. The 
theorem follows now from (1.6). [] 
(3.6) Remark. The theorem extends Fr6hlich's formula for CI(A) in [4, X] (compare 
[8, (38.2)], since So in (3.5) can be a proper subset of the set S considered there 
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(with archimedean valuations removed). Note that if A satisfies the Eichler condi- 
tion relative to R, then a in (3.5) can be chosen in such a way that a = nr(u), where 
a cA* and a cA*  for o e S (see [4, XI]). This gives Jacobinski's formula in the pre- 
sent situation. 
We end this section with a result which is an immediate consequence of (1.6) with 
S empty. Let C1A(~) be defined as C1A(R) in Section 2 with R replaced by ~. 
(3.7) Proposition. Keeping the assumptions of(3.4), let So be empty. Then Cln(A)-= 
C1A (~). 
(3.8) Remarks. (a) The assumptions of (3.7) are satisfied if A is maximal (see the 
proof of (3.4)). More generally, A can be a locally tiled order. Recall that if R is 
a complete discrete valuation ring, then an R-order A in a matrix algebra Mn (D), 
D a skewfield central over F, is called tiled if A consists of matrices [ajk] such that 
ajk ~ Ijk, where/jk are non-zero two-sided ideals in the (unique) maximal R-order in 
D and IjkIkt =/jr- In general, A is called locally tiled if for each o e V R the order Ao 
is tiled. It is easy to see using the references from the proof of (3.4) that locally tiled 
orders satisfy (3.7). For example, each hereditary order is locally tiled [8, (39.14)]. 
(b) It follows directly from the definitions that there are natural surjections 
Clc(A)--~CIn(A)--*SG(A) induced by the inclusions between the corresponding 
groups o~Q and A* c In Ao for o e f2. As we noted earlier, the first mapping is an 
isomorphism if SKI(Ao)=O for each oe V~R. It would be interesting to know 
whether this condition is also necessary. 
(c) There is one more natural possibility to define Xo: ~o--'Go as in (3.1) and 
(3.2). If Go = the image of the reduced norm from A* to F*, then we obtain the 
group Scl(A) considered in [1]. 
4. Spinor class groups of lattices on quadratic spaces 
Let R be a Dedekind ring with quotient field F. We assume throughout this sec- 
tion that the characteristic of F is different from 2. Let (A, q) be a regular quadratic 
space over F [6, (1.14)], and L an R-lattice on A. Let in the notations of (1.3), 
~o=O+(Ao), the group of rotations of the quadratic space (Ao, qo ), where qo = 
q®idpo and o~f2 °. We will be interested in the set cl~0\~(L ) of proper isometry 
classes of R-lattices on A in the genus of L (that is, locally isometric to L). There 
are two natural possibilities to choose :to: ~o ~ Go: 
t4.1) G o = O(O+(Ao)) and ;to defined by the spinor norm O:O+(Au)---~F*o/F: 2 
(see [7, § 55]); 
(4.2) Go= O+(Ao)/[O+(Ao), O+(Ao)] and ;to the natural surjection. 
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The group cl~0Jek~(L ), where ~=Kerx~ is called, in the first case, the spinor 
class group of L. The elements of this group, which will be denoted by SG(L), cor- 
respond to the proper spinor genera in the genus of L [7, 102:7,2)]. If F is a global 
field, it was shown in [3,p. 127] that the choice of (4.2) instead of (4.1) gives 
the group cl~0JeX~,~(L ) isomorphic to SG(L) (the 'commutator class group' of 
L). Note that if F is global, dimF A _> 3 and V R is indefinite for (A, q) [7, 104:2], 
then ~o=Ker(O:O+(L)~F*/F .2) approximates o~ [7, 104:2], which implies that 
cl~0x ~ (L) = SG(L) in this case. 
Let in the notations of (1.5), F o =0°(R*).  We shall usually omit o in 0 °, and 0 in  
F o =F*/F .2. We write O(Ao) instead of O(O+(Ao)), and O(Lo) instead of O(O+(Lo)). 
The following theorem proved in [5, Satz 2] corresponds to (2.2) and (3.3): 
(4.3) Theorem. Let F be a global field, L an R-lattice on a regular quadratic 
space (A, q) over F, and dimFA >-3. Let f2 be the set of  all spots on F, T O = 
{o eQ: O(Lo)~_Ro}, and T a minimal subset of f2 containing To and such that ~o 
with o ~ T generate the group CI(R)/CI(R) 2. Then 
sG(L)---(II &)/(POT II o(Lo)), 
where the products are over o ~ T and ~T is the set of  all ~ ~ F, a ~ F*, such that 
a ~ R o for o ~ I2 \ T. I f  T= 0, then SG(L) = 0. 
Proof. Replace in the proof of (2.2), A* by O+(Ao), InAo by O+(Lo), nrn by 0, and 
0n by 0. The equality Go =Fo for non-archimedean o ~ f2 follows if dimF A ___ 3 from 
[7,91:61, finiteness of To from [7,92:51, O(A)=FNII'O(A o) from [7,101:8], and 
Fo=F rI' O(Ao) from the weak approximation theorem for valuations on F and 
[7,101:8]. [] 
We now turn to a formula for SG(L) which is analogous to the Fr6hlich-Jacobinski 
formula in the case of orders. Before we can state it and prove, we need some 
general facts about the discriminants of quadratic spaces. 
(4.4) Let R be a Dedekind ring, and q:A-+F a regular quadratic space. Let 
dimFA =n and b(x ,y )=q(x+y) -q(x) -q(y)  for &yeA.  Let L be an R-lattice on 
A. Define the reduced discriminant dq(L) of L as the R-ideal in F generated by 
eq(L)-ldet[b(xi, xj)], where xl , . . . ,xneL,  q(L) is the R-ideal in F generated by 
q(x), xeL ,  e=½ for n odd, and e=l  for n even. It is easy to see that dq(L)c_R. 
Let k(o) be the residue field of Ro, rto a fixed generator of ~oRo, and qo(Lo)= 
(n r° ). Define a quadratic mapping #o "/So-+ k(o), where/~,o =Lo/poLo and 0o(~)= 
(1/nr°)qo(x)(mod no) for Xe/:o. 
Recall that L is called R-maximal if q(L) c_ R and for every R-lattice L' which con- 
tains L, q(L') c_ R implies L'=L. Since all the R-maximal R-lattices on A form one 
genus [6, (15.6)], we can define the discriminant dq(A) ofq  :A ~Fas  dq(L), where 
L is R-maximal on A. 
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(4.5) Lemma. Let L be an R-maximal lattice on A and o ~ V R. Then 
(a) dq(L)o=R o if  and only if  (:1o is half-regular [6,(2.14)]; 
(b) Rotq O(Ao) c_ O(Lo) and the equality holds if  and only i f  dq(L)o = Ro. 
Proof. Since all the statements are local, we can assume that R is a complete discrete 
valuation ring with maximal ideal ~ = (zr) and the residue field k. We shall omit o. 
(a) We may assume that q(L) = R. Then (a) follows easily by computing the discri- 
minants of lattices in the Jordan splitting L=_I_L i (see [7,§91C]) and the 
discriminants of the quadratic spaces in the corresponding splitting of 17, over k 
[6,p. 6]. 
(b) If A is anisotropic, the inclusion in (b) is a direct consequence of the equality 
O+(A) = O+(L) [7, 91:5]. If A is isotropic, it follows from the inclusion O(L)9_ 
(see [7, 91:8] and notice that for our purposes the dimension assumption there can 
be omitted). 
Assume now that dq(L)=R. If we had a symmetry ru :L~L  with ueL  and 
q(u)=ne, eeR* ,  then b(u,L)/q(u)eR (see [7,§91B, p. 241]) would imply that 
b(u,L)c_~. This means, however, that Ru splits L [7,82:15], which is impossible 
since dq(RU)= ~zR. Hence O(L)c_ R and we have the desired equality in (b). 
Finally, we shall prove that 0 is half-regular if the equality holds in (b). By 
[6, (15.4)], we may assume that A is anisotropic. We have A = ±Fei, where q(ei) = 
ei ~ R*. In fact, a vector u ~ A with q(u)= rte, e ~ R*, would give a symmetry of A, 
and consequently, of the maximal lattice on A, with spinor norm z~e. If now 
char(k),:2, then L=±Rei .  Hence 0 is regular over k. If char(k)=2, then the 
binary quadratic space (ei, ei+l) does not allow a symmetry with spinor norm 
ne eF  if and only if the field extension F(I/-eiei+ l) is unramified over F, or else, 
-eiei+ 1 has quadratic defect 4R [7, 63:3]). Thus the assumption implies that these 
extensions are unramified. Then the lattice Rei+Rei+l is a sublattice of the max- 
imal lattice with corresponding quadratic form 
~i[ x2 q- XiXi+ 1 "Jr ¼(1 -- e? 1el+ 1)x2+ 1] 
(see [7,63:3]). In such a way, considering (el,tZ),(e3,e4) and so on, we can con- 
struct the maximal attice on A for which g/is half-regular. (Note that # is regular 
unless dimFA is odd. Then the last vector en defines a one-dimensional half-regular 
space over k.) [] 
(4.6) Corollary. Let R be a Dedekind ring, and L an R-lattice on A. Then 
To= {oe VR: RoNO(Ao)#:O(Lo)} is finite. 
Proof. L o is Ro-maximal for almost all o e V R, and the number of o such that 
dq(A)o:/:R o is finite. [] 
(4.7) Theorem. Let F be a global field, and L an R-lattice on A with dimFA_>3. 
Let S be a finite subset of  VR containing So = {o~ VR: RoNO(Ao)=/=O(Lv)}. Then 
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SG(L )-~ I(R, S) /P(R, S), 
where I(R, S) is the group of ideals Ra, a = (a o), ao ~ F~* such that ao ~ R* for v ~ S, 
and P(R, S) is its subgroup consisting of  Ral~d such that p(a) ~ O(A) and Q(a) ~ O(L o) 
for o ~ S, 6= (bo) with o(bo) ~ O(Lo), and R~ is a square of an R-ideal in F. 
Proof. Let in (1.6), Go=O(Au) and Io=O(L o) for o~ V~R. We have Go=Fv for 
oe  VR [7,91:6], and Go is the set of square classes of elements aeF* such that 
la[o>0 for each real valuation on F such that A o is anisotropic over Fo [7, 101:8]. 
Hence Go = Golo for each o e V R as a consequence of the weak approximation 
theorem for valuations on F (using the fact that Fifo 2 is open in F*). Thus Gv = 
GoIv Gs for each finite subset S of VR. This completes the proof by (1.6). [] 
Define now the ray class group CI¢(R) of R relative to q :A -~F  as the quotient 
group of all ideals R~ such that d = (ao) with o(ao)e O(A o) for o e Vn, by the sub- 
group of ideals Ra such that 0(a)e O(A). 
(4.8) Theorem. Let R be a Dedekind ring, and L an R-lattice on A such that 
Rvf'lO(Ao)C_ O(Lv) for each ue V R. Then 
SG(L) --- CIq(R )/G(L )Clq(R ) 2, 
where G(L) is the subgroup of Clg(R) generated by the classes of ~o for which 
Rv('lO(Au),O(Lu). In particular, if L is maximal, then G(L) (denoted also by 
G(A)) is generated by the classes of Po such that Pu I dg(A) (see (4.5)). 
Proof. The first part follows immediately from (1.6) with S= 0. In fact, SG(L) is 
the quotient group of all ideals Rd such that a=(ao), Q(ao)~ O(Ao), by the sub- 
group of the ideals Ra6~ such that p(a) e O(A), 6= (bo) with Q(bo) E O(Lo), and Rd 
is a square of an R-ideal in F. Thus we can choose boeR* if RoNO(Ao)=O(Lo), 
and bo as a generator of laoRo if the last equality does not hold. The last statement 
follows directly from (4.5)(b). [] 
(4.9). Remarks. (a) Let us note that there are many isometry classes of non-maximal 
lattices which satisfy the condition/~vN 0(Av) c_ O(Lo) for each o e VR. If dimFA = 3, 
then the lattices L on A such that the corresponding order O(L) in the even Clifford 
algebra of q : A ~F(see [1, p. 476]) is an Eichler order (that is, an intersection of two 
maximal orders) have this property (see [1, Section 2] and note that such orders are 
locally tiled as in (3.8)(a)). If Fu is CI(2) (that is, each quadratic form over F o in 3 
variables is isotropic) for o e VR, then each Bass lattice L on A satisfies the 
assumption of (4.8) (see [1, (2.4)]). 
(b) Let A be a generalized quaternion F-algebra (that is, a central simple F- 
algebra of dimension 4), and A 0 the set of quaternions with the reduced trace equal 
to 0. Let nr :Ao~F be the quadratic space def'med by the reduced norm from A to 
F. If L is an R-lattice on A0, then SG(L)= SG(A), where A is the R-order cor- 
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responding to L in A (see [1, Section 2]). Moreover, the spinor norms of the rota- 
tions in O+(Lo) are equal to the corresponding 2-reduced norms of automorphisms 
of A o [1, (2.1)]. This explains the 'spinor' terminology in Section 2. 
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